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- NEWS ALERT Capgemini and Sogeti Launch ‘The PointZERO® Vision’
Integrated Quality Management puts Testing in a completely different perspective

Paris – 30 October 2012 – The Capgemini Group, has launched its first book in the PointZERO® series,
which describes Capgemini and Sogeti’s joint vision for the development and maintenance of business
applications. The book details how in the future, testing will shift from a separate activity towards being
an integrated part of the application lifecycle. This will cause functional and large parts of non-functional
testing like security and connectivity which traditionally occurs at the end of the software development to
be reassessed and integrated earlier in the process.

Creating ‘fit for purpose’ software is more important than ever before
The book also outlines how in today’s digital age most organizations increasingly communicate and transact
with their customers and other stakeholders online or via mobile devices, the business consequences and
reputational risk from disfunctional software has never been greater. However, software that does not match the
customers’ expectations or meet the needs of its end users is still developed by many organizations. The
mismatch is often only discovered at the very last minute. This can cause high cost write downs from redundant
development work, reputational damage for those involved in the project and inevitably increases the time-tomarket for application lifecycle activities.

With PointZERO, Capgemini and Sogeti offer a realizable solution to these challenges. It introduces new
techniques and tools that are linked to existing methodologies. PointZERO is a vision aimed at increasing
business success by parallel and step-by-step improvement across the application lifecycle. Testing is no longer
a separate activity at the end of the application lifecycle. Instead quality supervision becomes an integrated part
of this cycle - from the very start.

The PointZERO Vision refers to doing things right from the very first moment in the project, the point zero. In
every activity of the application lifecycle, software defects can be traced or even prevented, resulting in shorter
development cycles – and as a direct consequence, lower costs. Significant cost savings can be achieved without
having to compromise on the level of business functionality, scalability or agility by applying existing testing
best practices such as TMap® a structured test management approach developed by Sogeti. The PointZERO
Vision shifts the business focus of the development teams and management attention towards the activities

earlier on in the application lifecycle. This ‘shift left’ will cause quality measures to be inbuilt at every stage. In
short, traditional functional testing will no longer be necessary at the end of the cycle.

“The research carried out for World Quality Report 2012-13 earlier this year highlighted how Software Quality
has continued to make steady progress on repositioning itself further up the business value chain. The
PointZERO Vision further accelerates this transformation by embedding testing throughout the application
lifecycle – right from the outset of the project” says Michel de Meijer, Global Leader, Testing Global Service
Line, Capgemini Group. “As a direct result, a large majority of functional defects can be found and corrected
early on the in the development cycle, contributing to significant cost savings and a reduced time-to-market.”

The PointZERO® Vision book is a first in a series of books on the development and maintenance of business
applications. The next book to be published will take a closer look at the concept of “Quality Supervision”.
Get the book as a paperback or eBook to down load. Click here
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